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Maxim Integrated: Enabling Edge Intelligence

Sensors and Signal 
Conditioning

Health sensors measure PPG and ECG signals 
critical to understanding vital signs.  Signal chain 
products enable measuring even the most 
sensitive signals. 

Low Power Cortex 
M4 Micros

The biggest (3MB flash and 1MB SRAM) and the 
smallest (256KB flash and 96KB SRAM) Cortex 
M4 microcontrollers enable algorithms and 
neural networks to run at wearable power levels

Advanced AI 
Acceleration

AI inferences at a cost and power point that 
makes sense for the edge.  Computation 
capability to give vision to the IoT, without the 
power cables.  Coming soon!



https://aictx.ai/

SynSense is a leading-edge neuromorphic computing company. It provides
dedicated mixed-signal neuromorphic processors which overcome the
limitations of legacy von Neumann computers to provide an unprecedented
combination of ultra-low power consumption and low-latency performance.
SynSense has a unique technological edge and IP portfolio that comes from
over 20 years of experience in mixed-signal neural processor design,
advanced neural routing architectures, and neural algorithms.

https://aictx.ai/
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Daniel Situnayake
Founding tinyML Engineer, Edge 
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Benchmarking and Improving NN Execution on 
Digital Signal Processor vs. Custom Accelerator 
for Hearing Instruments 

How to train and deploy tiny ML models for 
three common sensor types

Webcast start time is 8 am Pacific time
Each presentation is approximately 30 minutes in length
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Unmesh Kurup

Unmesh Kurup is Senior Manager, AI in the Advanced 
AI group at LG Electronics. His current research focus 
is in the training and deployment of machine learning 
models for edge devices. Prior to joining LG, he was a 
Senior Data Scientist at Robert Bosch Research 
Technology Center where he developed and lead 
multiple data science projects in the areas of Energy, 
Healthcare, and ADAS. He has been working at the 
intersection of AI and ML for over 20 years.



A WEIGHT-AVERAGING APPROACH TO 

SPEEDING UP MODEL TRAINING 

ON RESOURCE-CONSTRAINED DEVICES

Samarth Tripathi, Jason Liu, Unmesh Kurup, Mohak Shah

LG Electronics, America Research Lab



WHO WANTS TO TRAIN A DNN ON A DEVICE?



TRAINING IS EXPENSIVE

• SGD is slow

• SGD is volatile



WEIGHTED AVERAGING TO THE 

RESCUE

• Polyak-Ruppert Averaging



PERIODICALLY SAMPLED WEIGHT AVERAGING 

(PSWA)



PERIODIC WEIGHT AVERAGING OVER LAST K SAMPLES 

(PWALKS)

• Average over last k% of 

samples

• 2 ≤ k ≤ 5



PERIODICALLY SAMPLED WEIGHT MOMENTUM (PSWM)

• Average over last K% 

of samples

• 0.5 ≤ m ≤ 0.9



RESULTS (VS MOMENTUM)



RESULTS (VS ADAM)



MORE RESULTS



OTHER WORK

Model Profiler (mid-July) Open-source tool for profiling models for on-device deployment.     

Open-source toolkit for HPO and scaling model 

training (available at http://auptimizer.ai)

Runtime

Memory

LG  G6 Samsung S8 Jetson Nano
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